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Electronic Techno with a Dance Feeling. 12 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Techno, ELECTRONIC: Dance

Details: From the Heart is a set of my favorite tracks that have been created for the dancing or electronic

party inclined. They are perfect for any type of party, as the beat has a way of carrying itself throughout

the area with a melody that you can't get out of your head. Check out the samples, and party on! Some

thoughts by the listeners: 'Sort of BOOTSIE COLLINS meets KMFDM, enjoyable, think you're on to

something new. The arrangement was well placed and not too overbearing on any one instrument. The

mix is there just right! Volume for all items is perfect and the bass is coming through very well.'

-Carnal_eyesore Tampa, Florida 'Housey Goodness! The overall production is great - Very nice

arrangement as well - right amount of intro time - Nice arp's - press this puppy to vinyl already'

-RockstarUSA Los Angeles, California 'At Da Club, very Nice loops. I could definately hear this playing in

a club somewhere. Also, I could see 20 beautiful models walking down the aisle to the music. Very sexy

stuff. The mix and arrangement were both done well. Keep writing.' -Panelmusic Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania 'Perfect Club Music A DJ could rock to this beat for hours!' -castastone Muscoy, California

'This track is dope... I wrote like a 9 page review for it a second ago but then my computer shut down

unexpedidly. Anyway, to make this one shorter, I'm feeling the whole thing...I'm definitely feeling the

amount of time it takes to get into the trance leads and stuff. The track starts off all happy go lucky and

then gets a little darker--which is cool cause it get the listener all expecting one thing, and then you hit

them with another real quick.' -PHLYRecords New York Cant really put my finger on what you sound like!

It sounds great though! =) I really like the hihat(both sound and rythm) in the drum track. the arrangement

is great and as for the mix, some reverb or echo on the leads would create a more atmospheric sound,

otherwise it was great, I had no problem hearing anything. -Lingon Arboga, Vstmanland, Sweden Love
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the bass. Very danceable. excellent arrangement and mix very danceable. Fills up the register well. Who

do you sound like? Like someone I want to hear more of please. -obg Canton, Wisconsin Yup, I'm feelin

it! -progenitorstar Fort Worth, Texas
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